Probably the most serious obstacle to our study of Greek Archaic sculpture is in fact our modern mentality. We find it difficult to conceive of such "primitive" rituals as I have just described, forgetting that many European shrines still contain images of the Virgin Mary or of Baby Jesus clothed in rich brocade vestments and adorned with expensive jewels, which are periodically carried in procession. Our taste trained on white marbles and understated fashions is disturbed by "barbaric" headdresses and violent colors, so that plaster restorations of Archaic korai, tinted and supplied with added ornaments, appear to us jarring and unlikely. We tend to underestimate the pervasive religious purpose that underlay all ancient sculpture, and we even attempt to superimpose sociological interpretations on material that should instead be viewed solely in a devotional context. Finally, we tend to place too much reliance on ancient sources, disregarding the changing meaning of terms through the centuries, or taking seriously the occasional allusion that was meant as a joke.6 "MENISKOI" AS BIRD-REPELLENTS Some verses by Aristophanes (Birds 1114-17) that have received renewed attention in recent years may be a case of such a joke. In them, the chorus of birds suggests to the judges that, should they fail to decide in the birds' favor, they had better forge for themselves and carry meniskoi, like statues, not to have their white clothes bespattered. Although the entire song of the chorus is full of double meanings and puns, such as the reference to the Laurion owlets to suggest Athenian silver coins, or to eagles in their secondary meaning as pediments, the allusion to "crescent moons" on the heads of andriantes has been taken literally and has been considered proven by the presence of metal rods on the crania of some marble korai from the Akropolis.
The first scholar to make the connection between gave no indication that something else was fastened on them, so that the crowning object would have had to be in a different medium, either wood or leather, which would not have survived. Lechat advocated that the spike alone was sufficient to keep the birds away, but thus implicitly destroyed the connection with Aristophanes' passage; he then suggested that only the occasional statue might have carried some form of a moon-shaped projection, to justify the poet's allusion. Yet, from the end of the 19th century to our day, the word "meniskos" has formed part of our vocabulary as the standard term for a bird-repellent placed on statues primarily, but not solely, of the Archaic period.8
The issue was reopened in 1975 by J. Maxmin, who reviewed the ancient evidence and the modern theories, and concluded that only a return to the umbrellatheory would satisfy the effectiveness requirement. It would seem unnecessary, for instance, to protect the head of a statue, when a bird could as easily perch on its shoulders, on an outstretched limb or even on other parts of a more complex composition, such as a horse and rider. A parasol, moreover, would have appeared more plausible, as contrasted with a crescent on a spike, which could bear no relationship to real-life practices; on the other hand, a profile view of the object might have suggested a waning moon to a viewer.9 Maxmin's theory was criticized shortly thereafter by R.M. Cook, who preferred the more traditional reconstruction with a small disk for his cast of the Peplos Kore (fig. 2) 
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and was therefore better suited to be called meniskos than an umbrella, for which a more likely name would have been skiadeion. Cook speculated also on the "correct" dimensions for spike and disk-not so high as to be inefficient, not so large as to be disturbing in its total effect-and asserted that he had found it easy to get used to the contraption on the colored plaster replica in his collection.'0 This consideration may be valid in the case of a richly draped and highly colorful statue of a kore; but would a similar arrangement be equally satisfactory, on aesthetic and logical grounds, on the head of a naked kouros? Lechat, in 1890, thinking in terms of a hat, found the idea bizarre, and even more incongruous for a sphinx." What such a disk would have looked like on the Kritios Boy can now be seen in a reconstructed drawing published by J.M. Hurwit, who wondered, however, whether the device, on a windy day, would have served as a virtual sail endangering the integrity of the statue to which it was affixed.'2 It could be argued that the disk need not have been permanently fastened to the rod, that its relative instability atop the spike might have been even more effective in discouraging birds from perching on it, and that its shiny appearance, if in bronze, perhaps combined with a slight ringing sound, as in today's wind chimes, may have been part of its deterring function. Yet a loose disk would all the more easily have been blown away by the wind, and the fact still remains, as noted by Lechat, that no individual meniskoi have ever been found or recognized among Archaic material.'3 On the other side of the argument, it could be noted that a bird may rest as easily on a spike as on a disk or a convex surface (such as a statue's head). I am told that a magpie has been seen perched on the radio antenna of a car, certainly smaller in diameter than some of the rods still extant on Akropolis korai. Yet height of over four meters, the monument would in fact have towered over any viewer positioned directly in front of it, and the sphinx's headdress could have been seen only from a considerable distance. As a secondary consideration, it could also be pointed out that, according to the theories summarized above, a "meniskos" might have been unnecessary in connection with a grave monument, because no sacrificed animal would have attracted predatory birds to the spot.
Yet that funerary sphinxes, away from sanctuaries, were provided with metal head ornaments is also shown by a second monument, a fragmentary example from the Kerameikos tentatively connected with the so-called Gorgon Stele. This sphinx is usually described as having long hair "left smooth at the top," but at the time of its discovery it was clearly visible that the hair calotte bore a painted pattern of petals diverging from a central knob into which the hole for a metal insertion had been drilled. The rosette thus formed by paint (in alternating colors?) was uneven, Ithaca 1988) 60-62, fig. 4.12, and  71-73, fig. 4 .18, respectively. The first head has a hole at top center and two more toward the back, as well as a visible chaplet; it is thus thought that its calotte was not meant to be seen. The second head is said to have "extremely fine engraved strands of hair that radiate from the crown," as well as a rectangular hole that "may once have held a meniskos" (Mattusch). . 10) and Athens respectively, with what has been termed "a prominent wreath of radiating palm leaves or reeds." 61 Another, and more elaborate, crown appears on the Ugento Zeus, larger than a mere statuette (H. 0.71 cm): a plain band studded with rosettes and surmounted by two more registers with engraved and dentated patterns, which Degrassi explains as a laurel wreath. 62 We shall return to this point later, in connection with Archaistic statues. We can anticipate here, however, the suggestion that these head ornaments had identifying value in antiquity, and would have served to transform a mere kouros into an Apollo or other god.
OTHER SCULPTURE FROM THE AKROPOLIS
Because Aristophanes was an Athenian, and because "meniskoi" were first noted in connection with the Akropolis korai, special attention should be devoted to finds from the Athenian citadel, also in consideration of the fact that its Archaic material is thoroughly published and well known. Before turning to the numerous korai, therefore, we may briefly discuss what other evidence for bird-repellents exists from that sanctuary. Two bearded male heads may belong to a mask (?) of Dionysos and a herm; no provision for "meniskoi" is apparent, but the fragmentary condition of both precludes certainty;63 I know, however, of no spike on other ancient herms, for instance those from the Athenian Agora.64 A large marble owl, almost one meter tall, is equally defenseless, although birds perch on its head today, as it is Mainz 1986)  153-62, esp. 156-60, pls. 68-69 (dated ca. 500-490 B.C.) . As is the case for the terracottas, moreover, stylistic changes are introduced, in keeping with the developments of the times, yet some "earlier" elements linger, as allusion to the venerable images in the sanctuaries, and are thus responsible for the formal discrepancies and stylistic unevenness present in these Archaic/early Classical marbles. We would probably find them also in the colossal cult statues of the fifth and fourth centuries, were they still extant.
To be sure, not all Greek korai represent divinities, and some with an inscribed name, like Philippe and Ornithe from Samos,'22 should be statues of mortal women. But again a comparison with terracottas may be instructive. It has been amply demonstrated that moon, albeit upside down, with horns incorrectly turned downward. We should admit that, by and large, Aristophanes' own meaning escapes us'31 and we should not try to interpret Archaic evidence in the light of his verses. Probably some form of spike to keep birds from nesting was used in architectural sculpture, but the practice is by no means general and is in need of further evidence and study.
2) The metal attachments on the heads of Archaic statues should be read as part of elaborate headdresses functioning as attributes and helping in the identification of the figures. Interpretations should be made on a case-by-case basis, but the very presence of such ornaments serves to indicate superhuman or divine beings, and our inquiry should therefore be pointed in that direction. That "generic" types could be used to represent mortals should not deter us from making divine identifications whenever appropriate, in the same way in which a "human" mother and child can be seen as the Madonna with BabyJesus whenever crowns and costumes are provided. The evidence of Archaistic sculpture should support this contention.
3) Treatment of surfaces and special patterns (such as roughly picked cranial surfaces or smooth calottes with plastic waves) that had been taken as artistic conventions, simplifications, or even license should instead be analyzed with the possibility in mind that they are actual elements of costume which have so far been misunderstood or disregarded. 4) Many Archaic sculptures may represent slightly modernized "copies" of wooden idols covered with true clothing and jewelry; once their religious connection is understood, stylistic discrepancies may be resolved, and specific traits, such as inserted eyes, be attributed to the venerable prototype. 5) By the same token, certain elements in the decoration of Classical cult images that may appear bizarre to us or be considered later additions, should instead be recognized as belonging to much earlier times, in iconographic continuity from the Dark Ages and perhaps even from prehistory. Influence from the East should also be considered. 6) "Kouroi" and "korai" within sanctuaries should finally be interpreted as traditional votive offerings comparable to terracottas and small bronzes. This consistency in forms of dedications should have been expected, and may solve one of the longstanding puzzles of antiquity for modern scholarship.
As 
